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be filled with facing mortar, matle of one part Portland cement and two parts sand.    The thickness of the facing shall not exceed one and one-half inches, nor be less than three-fourths of an inch.   The facing and backing must go on simultaneously in the same horizontal layers.    In order to guage the thickness of the facing accurately, a light board or diaphragm of thin metal and with convenient handles shall be set on edge parallel to, and one and one-half inches from the front wall of the form. Facing material shall be deposited in the space between this board and the form.   Concrete for the backing shall then t deposited and spread, against the back of the board, which sha then be withdrawn and the whole mass thoroughly rammed s, as to bond the facing and backing by destroying the surfao of demarkation between them, but no stone must be forcec nearer to the front wall of the form than three-fourths of an inch.
Concrete or mortar shall not be made when the temperature is lower than 35 degrees Fahrenheit in the shade, or when rain is falling on it. Forms and molds must be left in position for not less than four days after the concrete is deposited. Freshly deposited concrete shall be protected from the direct rays of the sun and from wind by boards or tarpaulins, and as soon as a section of wall is completed the top must be covered, with a layer of damp sand not less than two inches thick, which shall be kept moist until the concrete has set.
The walls of the wooden forms shall be kept well wet during the progress of the concrete.* work.
Brick Masonry.—In laying brick masonry every brick must be cleaned and thoroughly wet just before being; laid. Kvory brick shall be laid with a "push joint/* that: is, by placing sufficient mortar on the wall and forcing the bricks into it in such a manner as to completely fill every joint with mnrtnr, whether at the bottom, side or end of the brick'. The joints shall be made as nearly as possible of uniform tlnekness, not exceeding half an inch. The* face joints shall be left full and be neatly struck. All unfinished work must be rack eel brick in courses, unless otherwise directed, and when new work is to lie joined to it the surface of the unfinished work must be cleaned and wetted.
For the inside of arches and for the exposed face of all walls only the smoothest and hardest bricks, carefully selected for that purpose*, shall lie used, great care being taken to lay them to true cylindrical and plane surfaces.
Tn arches the bricks shall he stretchers so laid as to break joints with those in adjoining courses.    All other walls shall 23

